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Reliable English - French Translator  

 

 Native-speaking French freelance translator with strong language skills and general 

knowledge; proficient in SDL Trados 

 Specialist experience in the fields of human rights and international law, IT and video 

games, automotive, arts and media  

 Awarded Distinction and the Wolfestone Translation Award for best overall 

performance in MA in Translation with Language Technology  

 Daily output of approximately 2,000 to 2,500 words 

 

I deliver high quality translations on time and can quickly familiarise myself with new 

subject areas and their specific terminology. I fulfil each request with the same commitment 

and offer translation and transcription services from the most basic texts to the highly 

stylised or technical 

 

 

EXPERIENCE 

 

10/2010-present: Freelance Translator (EN>FR), over 700,000 words translated 

 Long term client: Equality Now (women’s rights NGO). 

 Other recent clients: Eclipse Interactive Ltd (video games developer); Fork Films (film 

production company); Fragrant Films (film production company). 

 Translations include press releases, newsletters and alerts, personal profiles and 

biographies, interviews, letters, booklets, job vacancies, contracts, reports, fact sheets, 

video games content and instructions, marketing documents, manuals, and website 

localisation. 

 

07/2006-08/2008: Porting and Deployment Manager, Eidos: Rockpool Games studio 

(wireless games developer and publisher), Manchester 

 Management of quality assurance, porting and certification projects for clients such as 

Sega and THQ. Main responsibilities: liaising with internal and external testing and 

translation teams and producers; tracking and scheduling; training staff; quality 

assessment; planning device support. 

 

09/2005-06/2006: Porting Coordinator, Ifone Ltd (Wireless Games developer and 

publisher), Manchester 

 Managing all in-house porting projects: scheduling and tracking; qualitative assessment 

of functionality and localisation; completing operations progress reports; liaising with 

Operations, Development, Q.A. and Production departments for timely dispatch to 

clients such as Vodafone and Atari. 

 

10/2004-09/2005: Quality Assurance Team Leader, Ifone Ltd (Wireless Games 

developer and publisher), Manchester 

 Leading teams of up to 12 testers: supervising localisation and functionality testing; 

training new testers; organising and prioritising work; liaising with production and 

operations department; ensuring that Q.A. standards were met. 

 

 

 



11/2003-10/2004:  Quality Assurance Tester, Ifone Ltd (Wireless Games developer and 

publisher), Manchester 

 Translating games content, instructions and marketing documents (EN>FR); linguistic 

and functional testing of games to identify and report bugs as well as suggest solutions; 

proofreading and correcting outsourced translations. 

 

08/2002-03/2003:  Administrative Assistant and Press Attaché, Ping-Pong (Music 

promotions company), Paris, France 

 Short-term training contract: assisting with processing accounts, maintaining media 

contact and translating press releases (EN>FR). 

 

01/2002-08/2003:  Media Monitor, L’Argus De La Presse (Media Monitoring company), 

Paris, France 

 Researching web resources and selecting articles for clients and maintaining client 

databases. 

 

EDUCATION 

 

2009-2010: MA Translation with Language Technology, Swansea University 

 Distinction and the Wolfestone Translation Award for best overall performance.  

 Modules: Linguistics, Language Technology, Advanced Translation FR>EN & EN>FR 

(Legal, medical, technical, administrative, commercial, general), Translation Theory & 

History of Translation, Terminology Management. Major translation projects on Game 

Testing Methodology and a biography of French singer Léo Ferré. 

 

2000-2001: Certificate in European Media Studies, The University of Manchester 

 ERASMUS-funded one-year course of final year modules in film, languages, sociology 

and media and communication studies. 

 

1996-2000: BA in Combined Humanities, The University of Burgundy, Dijon, France  

 Specialisation in history during the first two years, and politics, English and law in the 

final year. 

 

SKILLS 

 

 Software: proficient user of MS Office, Computer Assisted Translation Tools (SDL 

Trados, MemoQ, Wordfast), tracking software (MS Project). Able to learn new IT skills 

quickly. 

 SDL Trados 2011 Certification: http://www.sdl.com/certified/88813 

 Languages: French (native), English (near native) 

 Personal skills: ability to work accurately, independently and to deadlines; attention to 

detail; problem solving; time management; organisation and planning; teamwork; good 

interpersonal and communication skills.  

 

PERSONAL INTERESTS 

 

 Passionate about music, having contributed to the webzine www.dmute.net and teaching 

myself music programming. Keen gamer. Strong interest in classic and European cinema 

and art history. 

 

REFERENCES 

 

 References, translation samples and rates are available on request 

http://www.sdl.com/certified/88813
http://www.dmute.net/

